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Abstract

We consider a model where two e-commerce platforms, such as internet auc-

tions, compete for sellers who are heterogeneous in their time preferences. Con-

trary to the literature which argues that if two platforms coexist in equilibrium,

then the “law of one price” must hold, we demonstrate that two platforms may

set different prices and have positive equilibrium profits by exploiting heterogene-

ity of sellers’ time preferences. In such an equilibrium less patient sellers choose

the more popular, but more expensive, platform, while more patient sellers prefer

the less popular and cheaper one.
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1 Introduction

In the modern world buyers and sellers increasingly rely on the internet, where infor-

mation about products and prices is easily collected and geographic boundaries stop

playing a significant role. The possibility to trade through websites led to a boom on

the secondary market where people trade second-hand electronic devices, household

objects, etc. In old times, a person who wished to buy some used item would have

to visit a local flee market, search through garage sales, or read local newspaper ads,

but nowadays this can be done by a few mouse clicks. Current internet marketplaces

are big bazaars that pool buyers and sellers without respect for geographical locations,

where each buyer is likely to find exactly the product that she is looking for. Exam-

ples of such marketplaces abound, including eBay, Cellbazaar, eBay, Yahoo, Amazon,

among many others.

The main feature that differentiates virtual marketplaces from traditional ones is low

transaction costs: it is essentially costless to list and display a product at internet

platforms. Also, geographical locations of traders do not matter as shipping costs are

often uniform within a country. This background stimulates fierce competition among

internet platforms until the strongest survives. This is the case for eBay, which took

over more than fifteen internet auction companies that operated on local as well as

international markets in the last fifteen years1 and drove others out of the market

(eBay’s main competitors, Yahoo and Amazon, discontinued their Internet auction

service, Yahoo on June 16, 2007 and Amazon on September 8, 2008). However, there

are many competing intermediaries in some specific internet markets. For example,

Amazon competes with Barnes & Noble, as well as with other smaller platforms in the

used book market.

There is a considerable body of literature that studies two-sided markets, where buyers

and sellers are mediated by competing platforms (Caillaud and Jullien, 2003; Rochet

1The list of eBay’s acquisitions includes Half.com, Craigslist (US), Gumtree (UK), Alando (Ger-
many), Internet Auction Co. (South Korea), iBazar (France), EachNet (China), Baazee.com (India),
Marktplaats.nl (Netherlands), Tradera (Sweden), among many others.
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and Tirole, 2003; Hagiu, 2006; Reisinger et al., 2009; Jullien, 2011) or competing auc-

tions (Ellison et al., 2004; Moldovanu et al., 2008). This literature predicts that, given

the assumption that the traders can freely choose between the two intermediaries, in

equilibrium either only one intermediary survives the competition, or the “law of one

price” must hold: the rivals set the same price and operate at zero profit. However,

existing empirical evidence for the internet auction market does not support the “law

of one price.” Brown and Morgan (2009) demonstrate in field experiments that eBay’s

fees were consistently higher than Yahoo’s and eBay attracted more buyers per seller.

In this paper we attempt to explain Brown and Morgan’s (2009) findings by considering

a model where some buyers have limited mobility.2 We model two e-commerce plat-

forms that compete for sellers. Each platform charges sellers a service fee, a fraction

of the seller’s revenue. The fees are announced in advance and stay fixed thereafter.

A seller has one object for sale, the value of the object is his private information. The

seller chooses a platform to list his object and the minimum price at which he is willing

to sell it. In every period a new set of buyers arrives at the platform. The trade is done

according to a specified mechanism, such as a posted price or an auction. The game

ends when either the object has been sold, or removed from display and consumed by

the seller himself.

We show that there are two types of equilibrium market organization: monopoly and

market segmentation. The monopoly arises as a result of a standard Bertrand compe-

tition, where the more popular internet platform (i.e., the one with a greater expected

number of buyers per period) sets fees so low that sellers of every type will be attracted

to that platform and the competitor is forced to leave the market.

However, if sellers are sufficiently differentiated in their time preferences, in equilibrium

the market is segmented, internet platforms charge different positive prices and receive

positive profits. This situation takes place if the more popular platform can obtain a

2For example, people develop trust in the reliability and security of cash transactions for a particular
internet platform; they have previous experience that almost anything they need can be found in that
platform, and thus are unwilling to spend time searching in others; they may have disutility from
providing personal data to third parties, etc.
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higher expected revenue by attracting only sellers of a specific type (rather than all

types, as it is in the monopoly). This allows its rival to set a lower fee, attract sellers

of a different type, and obtain a positive expected revenue as well. This equilibrium is

a result of differentiation of sellers on the basis of their time preferences. Less patient

sellers are attracted to the more popular, but more expensive platform. In contrast,

more patient sellers are not so constrained by time, so they can afford to wait longer

for a successful sale by listing the product at the less popular but cheaper internet

platform.

Related papers are Armstrong (2006) and Armstrong and Wright (2007) who consider

a Hotelling-style product differentiation between platforms leading to a market seg-

mentation. In contrast, we assume that platforms offer identical objects, and product

differentiation would only make our argument stronger. Our results are driven by the

assumptions that sellers are long-lived and heterogeneous in discount factors.3 These

assumptions lead to market segmentation in a different dimension, by sellers’ time pref-

erences, rather than by the product differentiation between platforms as in Armstrong

(2006) and Armstrong and Wright (2007).

The paper is organized as follows. The model is described in Section 2. In Sections 3

and 4 we derive the equilibrium behavior of sellers and competing internet platforms.

All proofs are relegated to the Appendix.

2 The Model

We consider buyers and sellers who interact via two competing intermediaries (plat-

forms). Every seller has a unique object for sale and every buyer demands one object.

The value of the object is an independent random draw from the interval [v, v] accord-

ing to cumulative distribution functions F and G for buyers and sellers, respectively.

3Our sellers offer the object for sale repeatedly until it is sold. The literature, e.g., McAfee and
Vincent (1997), Horstmann and LaCasse (1997), and Zheng (2002), underscores the strategic impor-
tance of the possibility of repeated sales, as it creates a continuation value for the seller and hence
affects his pricing strategy.
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Object values are private information of the traders. In addition, we assume that

sellers are heterogeneous in their time preferences: a seller’s discount factor is set in-

dependently of his private value to either low (δL) or high (δH) with probability α and

(1− α), respectively, where 0 < δL ≤ δH < 1 and α ∈ [0, 1].

A trade mechanism is described as follows. A seller decides to sell the object or to

consume it. If the object is consumed, the seller receives the payoff equal to the

object’s value, and the game ends. Otherwise he selects one of the two platforms,

j ∈ {1, 2}, chooses a reserve price p and waits until the object is sold. In each period,

k random buyers arrive to platform j, where k is Poisson-distributed with mean ηj.

The object is then allocated according to a specified trade mechanism: either sold to

one of the arrived buyers in exchange for a payment or retained by the platform.4 If the

object has not been sold, new buyers arrive next period, etc. The interaction continues

until it is interrupted by the seller or until the object is sold.5

Two simple examples of trade mechanisms are a posted price and an auction. Under

the former, the seller posts price p and waits until the period when one or more buyers

with values v ≥ p arrive, then the object is allocated at random among these buyers.

Under the latter mechanism, the seller chooses a reserve price p, then buyers arrive

and submit bids. The object is allocated to the highest bidder (or retained, if no bid

exceeds p) in exchange for a transfer that depends on the auction type (first-price,

second-price, etc.). If the object is not sold, the seller auctions it out again, and so on.

A trade mechanism of platform j is characterized by the probability of a sale in a given

period, denoted by Qηj(p), and the expected revenue conditional on a sale, denoted by

Rηj(p), where p is a reserve price and ηj is the expected number of buyers. We impose

the following constraints on Qηj(p) and Rηj(p):

(a) Qηj(p) is weakly decreasing in p on [v, v] and satisfies Qηj(v) = 0, and Rηj(p) is

strictly increasing in p;

(b)Qηj(p) is strictly increasing and Rηj(p) is weakly increasing in ηj for every p ∈ (v, v).

4The trade mechanism is the same for both platforms. This assumption is not essential, it is made
to simplify exposition.

5We assume that the successful buyer immediately consume the object, so there are no resales.
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Condition (a) demands that the probability of a sale decreases and the revenue con-

ditional on sale increases as the seller raises the reserve price; condition (b) stipulates

that an increase in the expected number of buyers raises the unconditional expected

revenue. It can be verified that under the monotonic hazard rate assumption on F ,

posted price and auction mechanisms satisfy (a)–(b) (see, e.g., Krishna, 2010).

Each platform j = 1, 2 obtains profit by collecting a fee µj ∈ [0, 1] from sellers, a fixed

fraction of the seller’s revenue. Before the game starts, the fees are chosen by platforms,

publicly announced, and cannot be altered later. Thus, each platform j is characterised

by two variables, fee µj and the expected number of buyers ηj. While µj is a platform’s

choice, ηj is determined exogenously. In every period, n buyers arrive to the market,

where n is Poisson-distributed with mean η̄. We assume that each buyer is aware of

platform 1, platform 2, or both, with probabilities π1, π2, or (1−π1−π2), respectively,

where πj > 0, j = 1, 2, and π1 + π2 ≤ 1. Thus, the probability that a buyer visits

platform j is equal to (πj +(1−π1−π2)). It follows that the number of buyers arriving

to each platform j is also Poisson-distributed, with mean ηj = (πj+(1−π1−π2))η̄. The

platforms may have different expected number of buyers. If η1 > η2, that is, platform

1 expects more buyers to show up in any period, then we say that platform 1 is more

popular.

Distribution functions F and G are assumed to be differentiable and have positive

density on (v, v), and, in addition, satisfy the monotonic hazard rate conditions: f(z)
1−F (z)

and g(z)
G(z)

are strictly increasing on (v, v), where f and g denote the corresponding

density functions. Functions F and G and parameters α, δL, δH , π1, π2, and η̄ are

common knowledge. All players are risk neutral.

3 Seller’s Decision Problem

Consider a seller with value v ∈ [v, v] and discount factor δθ ∈ {δL, δH}. The seller’s

expected revenue from selling the object at platform j when he chooses the reserve
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price optimally is given by

uθj = max
p

[
Qηj(p)(1− µj)Rηj(p) + (1−Qηj(p))δθu

θ
j

]
, (1)

where δθu
θ
j refers to the next-period discounted value of the optimal expected revenue.6

The seller would prefer to consume the object, rather than selling it, whenever the

private value is greater than the best expected sale value, v > max{uθ1, uθ2}.7 Otherwise

he sells the object at the platform that offers a greater expected payoff; the choice is

arbitrary if both platforms are equally good, uθ1 = uθ2.

Note that the notation uθj reflects the dependence of the expected revenue on the seller’s

discount factor δθ, θ ∈ {L,H}. Sellers with the same discount factor have the same

preference for specific platforms, but sellers with different discount factors may prefer

different platforms. With a slight abuse of terminology, we will refer to a more (less)

patient seller with discount factor, δH (δL), as an H-type (respectively, L-type) seller.

Let us now explain how the seller’s choice of a platform depends on the platforms’ fees

µ1 and µ2. Figure 1 illustrates the indifference curves of L-type and H-type sellers for

the case of η1 > η2. For every fee µ2 of platform 2, let φθ(µ2) denote the critical level

of µ1 such that with these fees a θ-type seller, θ = L,H, is indifferent between the two

platforms. The graph {(φθ(µ2), µ2) : µ2 ∈ [0, 1]} represents the indifference curve of a

θ-type seller. Note that at the point (µ1, µ2) = (1, 1), the indifference curves for both

seller types coincide, since in this case the platforms claim the entire surplus, leaving

sellers with zero expected revenue, regardless of their types. Two curves φL(µ2) and

φH(µ2) divide the fee space, µ1 × µ2, into three areas:

A is the area where µ1 is high relative to µ2, so that all sellers prefer platform 2;

B is the area where sellers with different time preferences prefer different platforms;

C is the area where µ1 is low relative to µ2, so that all sellers prefer platform 1.

6Note that the optimal expected revenue uθj is constant in all periods, due to stationarity of the
environment.

7The tie is a zero probability event, since uθ1 and uθ2 are independent of the seller’s private value v.
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Fig. 1: Indifference curves of L and H types of sellers

It is important to note that the more popular platform 1 can always guarantee to

attract L-type sellers by setting its fee below µ′′1. Furthermore, it can always guarantee

to attract all sellers by setting its fee below µ′1, no matter what fee µ2 is chosen by

platform 2. In contrast, the less popular platform 2 cannot guarantee to attract any

type of sellers.

It is apparent from Figure 1 that if an H-type seller is indifferent between the two

platforms, then L-type seller prefers the more popular platform 1, formally:

Proposition 1 If η1 > η2, then φH(µ2) < φL(µ2) for every µ2 < 1.

Intuitively, for an L-type seller (the impatient one), the possibility to obtain a higher

revenue right now is the dominant factor, and thus he receives a higher payoff from the

more popular platform. To see this, imagine the extremely impatient seller, δL = 0,

who obtains utility only from the current-period sale. In this case, the probability of

arrival of a buyer is of extreme importance to him. In contrast, a more patient seller
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can afford to wait, thus eventually having a high probability of sale over time, even if

the expected number of buyers is small.

Thus, depending on model parameters, we might find that equilibrium fees are in area

C so that only the more popular platform is present on the market, or in area B so

that both platforms are active and receive revenue. It is clear that equilibrium fees

cannot be in area A because the more popular platform can always choose a lower fee

and attract one or both types of sellers.

4 Equilibrium

4.1 The Platforms’ Payoffs

We assume that both platforms have the same discount factor γ ∈ (0, 1].8 Fix plat-

forms’ fees µ1 and µ2. Denote by λθj(µ1, µ2) the probability that platform j is chosen by

a θ-type seller. Put differently, λθj(µ1, µ2) is the measure of all θ-type sellers who choose

platform j, so λθj(µ1, µ2) = G(uθj) if uθj > uθi , j 6= i, and λθj(µ1, µ2) = 0 if uθj < uθi .

Denote by pθj(µj) an optimal reserve price of θ-type seller at platform j. The expected

revenue of platform j conditional on being chosen by θ-type seller is equal to

wθj (µj) = Qηj(p
θ
j(µj))µjRηj(p

θ
j(µj)) + (1−Qηj(p

θ
j(µj)))γw

θ
j (µj). (2)

The unconditional revenue w̄j(µ1, µ2) of platform j is given by

w̄j(µ1, µ2) = αλLj (µ1, µ2)w
L
j (µj) + (1− α)λHj (µ1, µ2)w

H
j (µj), (3)

where, for instance, αλLj (µ1, µ2) is the probability of the event that the seller has type

L and chooses platform j, and wLj (µj) is platform j’s expected revenue conditional on

this event. Expression (3) shows that each platform faces the following trade-off: a

8This assumption is not essential for the results, it is made for convenience.
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lower fee leads, on the one hand, to a higher probability of attracting a seller (or even

to stealing a seller from the competitor), but, on the other hand, to a lower revenue

from the transaction.

Assume w.l.o.g. that η1 ≥ η2. If the platforms are equally popular, η1 = η2, they are

engaged in the classic Bertrand competition in fees: a platform with a lower fee is more

attractive to any seller. It immediately follows that equilibrium fees must be equal to

zero.

In what follows we consider a more interesting case, when the expected numbers of

buyers arriving to the platforms are different, η1 > η2.

4.2 Monopoly

Suppose that the more popular platform 1 is a monopoly. In other words, the fees

(µ1, µ2) are such that sellers of each type prefer platform 1 to platform 2, so

λθ1(µ1, µ2) = G(uθ1(µ1)) for each θ = H,L.

By (3) the expected revenue of the monopolist is equal to

w̄1(µ1, µ2) = αλL1 (µ1, µ2)w
L
1 (µ1) + (1− α)λH1 (µ1, µ2)w

H
1 (µ1)

= αwL1 (µ1)G(uL1 (µ1)) + (1− α)wH1 (µ1)G(uH1 (µ1)).

We will use the following notations. Let µθj be the monopoly fee for platform j that faces

the population of sellers consisting of θ type only (that is, as if there is no competition):

µθj = arg max
µj

wθj (µj)G(uθj(µj)), θ = H,L.

Let µMj be the monopoly fee for platform j that faces the population of sellers of both

types:

9



wMj = arg max
µj

[
αwLj (µj)G(uLj (µj)) + (1− α)wHj (µj)G(uHj (µj))

]
.

The uniqueness of the above solutions follows from the next lemma.

Lemma 1 wθj (µj)G(uθj(µj)) is strictly concave in µj for all θ = L,H, j = 1, 2.

The monopoly market structure arises if platform 1 can set a positive fee and attract

all types of sellers even if the competitor sets zero fee. The equilibrium fee that the

monopoly sets is equal to µ∗1 = min{µM1 , φH(0)}, that is it is either the monopoly fee

µM1 or the greatest fee that makes H-type sellers indifferent between the platforms (and,

consequently, L-type sellers prefer the monopolist) even if the competitor sets zero fee.

For the monopoly equilibrium to exist, it must be the case that the monopolist would

prefer to keep the fee and attract both types of sellers, rather than to raise the fee to

µL1 and to attract only L-type sellers. This is summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 2 In a monopoly equilibrium, the monopolist’s fee must satisfy µ∗1 =

min{µM1 , φH(0)}. A monopoly equilibrium exists if and only if

w̄1(µ
∗
1, 0) ≥ w̄1(min

{
φL(0), µL1

}
, 0). (4)

4.3 Market Segmentation

The monopoly market structure is natural in our model, where two different platforms

compete in service fees for sellers. However, we show that an equilibrium market

structure may be different.

Suppose that condition (4) does not hold. It means that platform 1 can obtain a higher

revenue if it attracts only L-type sellers (achieved by charging a fee above φH(0)) than

if it attracts both types of sellers. Thus, the market is split into two segments, where

each platform attracts one type of sellers and receives positive expected revenue. This

is an equilibrium if the following conditions hold:
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(i) each platform maximizes its revenue, given that it faces only sellers of a particular

type, thus receiving the monopoly revenue on the respective market segment;

(ii) it is incentive compatible for the sellers: L-type sellers prefer the more popular

platform 1, and H-type sellers prefer the less popular platform 2.

We refer to this type of equilibrium as market segmentation. Note that the opposite

situation, where the L-type sellers prefer the less popular platform 2 and the H-type

sellers prefer the more popular platform 1, is impossible by Proposition 1.

Proposition 3 In the market segmentation equilibrium, each platform sets a monopoly

fee on its market segment, (µ1, µ2) = (µL1 , µ
H
2 ). The market segmentation equilibrium

exists if and only if

φH(µH2 ) < µL1 < φL(µH2 ) and φ−1L (µL1 ) < µH2 < φ−1H (µL1 ) (5)

and

w̄1(µ
L
1 , µ

H
2 ) ≥ w̄1(φH(µH2 ), µH2 ). (6)

There are two conditions for existence of the market segmentation equilibrium. First,

the pair of the monopoly fees for each type of sellers, (µL1 , µ
H
2 ), are inside area B in

Figure 1, that is, L-type sellers strictly prefers platform 1 and H-type seller strictly

prefers platform 2. Second, condition (6) stipulating that platform 1 cannot benefit by

reducing its fee down to φH(µH2 ) so that both types of sellers are attracted.

4.4 Characterization of Equilibria

The following theorem summarizes the above results.

Theorem 1 If η1 = η2, then the equilibrium fees are the same and satisfy (µ1, µ2) =

(0, 0). If η1 6= η2, then the two possible equilibria are (µ1, µ2) = (min{µM1 , φH(0)}, 0)

(the monopoly) or (µ1, µ2) = (µL1 , µ
H
2 ) (the market segmentation).
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Theorem 1 demonstrates that if an equilibrium exists, it must be one of the types we

have discussed. Note that the conditions for the existence of the monopoly and the

market segmentation equilibria are mutually exclusive and do not cover the entire set

of parameters, so an equilibrium (in pure strategies) need not exist. This is the case if

an iterative sequence of best replies of the two internet platforms forms an Edgeworth

cycle (see, e.g., Maskin and Tirole, 1988). The platforms keep undercutting each other

with their fees, until the more popular platform decides that it could make higher

revenue by raising the fee and serving only L-type sellers (who would still prefer that

platform despite a somewhat higher fee). But then the other platform can restore its

fee to a higher level as well, thus restarting the cycle.

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1 We need to show that if fees (µ1, µ2) 6= (1, 1) are such that

uH1 = uH2 , then uL1 > uL2 . Denote ũθj =
uθj

1−µj . Thus uH1 = uH2 implies uL1 > uL2 if and

only if
1− µ2

1− µ1

=
ũH1
ũH2

<
ũL1
ũL2
. (7)

Rearranging the terms in (1) and using ũθj =
uθj

1−µj we obtain

(1− δθ)ũθj = max
p
Qηj(p)

(
Rηj(p)− δθũθj

)
. (8)

Note that equation (8) has a unique solution ũθj , since the right-hand side is decreasing

and the left-hand side is strictly increasing in ũθj . The solution ũθj does not depend on

µj, and neither does the optimal price pθj that maximizes the right-hand side of (8).

Next, since η1 > η2, by assumption we have Qη1(p) > Qη2(p) and it is straightforward

to show that ũθ1 > ũθ2.

Define

h(ηj, z) = max
p
Qηj(p)

(
Rηj(p)− z

)
. (9)
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Thus we have ũθj = h(ηj, δθũ
θ
j). Note that function h(ηj, z) satisfies the submodularity

condition in (ηj, z):
h(η1, z1)

h(η2, z1)
<
h(η1, z2)

h(η2, z2)

whenever η1 > η2 and z1 > z2. To see this, take the partial derivative of h with respect

to z. By the Envelope Theorem, it is equal to −Qηj(p), where p is the maximizer of

(9). Since Qηj(p) is strictly increasing in ηj by assumption, the submodularity of h is

immediate. Let z1 = δH ũ
H
1 and z2 = δLũ

L
2 . Using ũH1 > ũL1 > ũL2 and ũH1 > ũH2 > ũL2 ,

we obtain inequality (7). End of Proof.

Proof of Lemma 1 Observe that, by (8), ũθj is constant w.r.t. µj, hence uθj =

(1− µj)ũθj is linear in µj. Also, solving (2) for wθj (µj), we obtain

wθj (µj) =
µjQηj(p

θ
j)Rηj(p

θ
j)

1− γ(1−Qηj(p
θ
j))
,

where pθj is the optimal price of θ-type seller, i.e., the maximizer of the right-hand side

of (8). Note that pθj is independent of µj, so we can write wθj (µj) = µjw̃
θ
j , where w̃θj is

constant w.r.t. µj. Thus,

wθj (µj)G(uθj(µj)) = µjw̃
θ
jG((1− µj)ũθj).

Taking the derivative with respect to µj and denoting z = (1− µj)ũθj , we obtain

w̃θjG(z)− µjw̃θj ũθjg(z) = w̃θj
(
G(z)− µjũθjg(z)

)
= w̃θj

(
G(z)− (ũθj − z)g(z)

)
.

Since by the monotone hazard rate assumption on G expression [G(z)− (v̄ − z)g(z)]

is strictly increasing in z for all z ≤ v̄. As z = (1− µj)ũθj ≡ uθj is strictly decreasing in

µj and uθj ≤ v̄, it immediately follows that µjw̃
θ
jG((1−µj)ũθj) is strictly concave in µj.

Proof of Proposition 2 The monopoly fee of platform 1 satisfies µ∗1 = min{µM1 , φH(0)} ≤
φH(0), implying that H-type sellers prefer platform 1 when µ2 = 0. Moreover, by
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Proposition 1, φH(0) < φL(0), thus both types of sellers prefer platform 1 when µ2 = 0

(and even more so at any higher fee of platform 2). By convexity of the platform’s

payoff function, the fee that maximizes the its payoff subject to µ1 ≤ φH(0) is exactly

µ∗1. Condition (4) is necessary and sufficient for the deviation to µ1 > φH(0) (where

only L-type sellers will be attracted to platform 1) be unprofitable. End of Proof.

Proof of Proposition 3 Since µθj is the monopoly fee when platform j faces only

θ-type sellers, the fees (µ∗1, µ
∗
2) = (µL1 , µ

H
2 ) maximize the respective profits of platform

1 (facing only L-type sellers) and platform 2 (facing only H-type sellers). Condition

(5) requires that the sellers have the correspondent preferences over the platforms

and condition (6) requires that platform 1 cannot benefit by reducing its fee down to

φH(µH2 ) so that both types of sellers are attracted. End of Proof.

Proof of Theorem 1 The case of η1 = η2 is trivial. Suppose w.l.o.g. that η1 > η2.

Propositions 2 and 3 characterize monopoly and market segmentation equilibria. It

remains to show that no other equilibria exist.

Consider an equilibrium s = ((µ1, µ2), (λ
H
1 , λ

H
2 ), (λL1 , λ

L
2 )). First, assume that λθj ∈

{0, 1} for every j = 1, 2 and every θ = H,L. Note that s is a monopoly equilibrium

if λH2 = λL2 = 0. Since η1 > η2, clearly, λH1 = λL1 = 0 cannot occur in equilibrium, as

platform 1 can charge low enough fee to attract sellers (see Figure 1). Next, note that

if λH1 = 0 and λL2 = 0, s is a market segmentation equilibrium, and it follows from

Proposition 1 that λH2 = 0 and λL1 = 0 cannot occur in equilibrium.

Finally, suppose that 0 < λθj < 1 for some j = 1, 2 and some θ = H,L, that is, a

θ-type seller is indifferent between two platforms. Then s cannot be an equilibrium,

as at least one platform can attract θ-type sellers with probability one by marginally

reducing its fee. End of Proof.
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